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through
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is the material

uniformity
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With the probe positioned
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diameter,
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vacuum enclosure,
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amplitude

not allow gravity
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experiments

but only their

The probe protrudes

surfaces

probe)
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gold-plated,
reed,

system

would

on work-function
the drift
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work functions,
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morph.

2). However,

would

experiments

be used

A hollowl

which

ion, such as Xe, which

electrometer
absolute

or antiprotons,

(section

to obtai_

might

6 _V. This value

=

is induced
capacitance.

of

with an
in the
This

5
current is sent through a vacuum feedthrough to a high-gain amplifier and
then into a lock-in amplifier referenced to the probe frequency.
The lock-in
output is integrated and fed back to the probe as a bias voltage. The system
then adjusts itself until the probe potential is equal to the local potential at the
sample surface. Theprobe
bias voltage V s necessary to accomplish this is a
measure of the local work function of the sample.
Vs is then rneasured at
different positions on the sample to determine the spatial uniformity of its
work function.
The spatial resolution of the Kelvin probe is 1.5 mm, and its
sensitivity is 1 mY.
We have investigated
surfaces of varying degree of conductivity, crystal:
linity, and reactivity(Table
1). The measurement
procedure begins with a
1-day bake of the apparatus followed by a 5-hr cooldown. The resultant pressure was less than 7 × 10"1° torr for all measurements
except that of polyanflene, where a lower bakeout temperature limited the final vacuum to 6 x 10"
9 torr. The surface was then scanned. Next, the surface was heated with the
heat lamp for 12 hr, after which the surface was rescanned.
A nickel coating
was used as a diffusion barrier tbr A1 and Au. Table 1 lists the rms variations
in surface potential following the vacuum bake (o 1) and surface heating (_2).
T is the equilibrium surface temperature
reached during baking or heatingl
Gold arid graphite displayed no surface potential
structure
at the limit of
sensitivity of the Kelvin probe. It appears, therefore, that it is necessary to use
nonreactive surfaces for the drii_ tube to keep adsorption effects to a minimum.
Converting the measurements
a to Orms for an ion moving on the axis of a
drift tube of radius a requires multiplying _ by the ratio of the square root of the
surface area viewed by the probe to that viewed by the ion. Thus we have Orm s
a_l(_r2/2_a 2) -- a/20, where r is the effective probe radius of 0.75 mm and a is
1 cre. Taking a < 1 mV for graphite or gold, we obtain Orm s < 50 _tV. The
actual Orins may be considerably smaller _han this upper limit, with a lower
limit perhaps established
by the size of the gold grains or graphite flakes.
Finding the actual c for materials that are at the sensitivity limit of I mV will
require use of the test apparatus described in section 6. A further descriptioni
of the Kelvin-probe work is given in ref. [15].
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Table 1
Measured

rms variations

The sensitivity
Surface

Bronze

_in

surface-3otentialsl

limit for _ is 1 m V,
T (bake)
(°C)

a)

110

NiP b)

gl
(mY)
13

T (heat)
(°C)

_2
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Polyaniline
A1

Graphite
a) Grade

c)

d)

A, used for drift-tube

body.

b) Amorphous.
c) Conductive
d) Aerosol

polymer.
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